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Always careful to the profit improvement of its customers, IVAT introduces a special line 
of express products that allows to obtain a big energy saving.
Find out the various combinations:

With the choice of air dry products you can totally eliminate the costs of oven use and 
you can also considerably reduce the lead time of your work.

FK9.SP01 FP FILLER DRYER FOR GROUND FILLER: The usage of this 
special activator allows to halve the drying times of the filler.  

FK9.XF01 HH FILLER DRYER FOR SKY FILLER:  The usage of this special 
activator allows to halve drying times of the filler. 

KKL.3500 AIR SPEED CLEAR: 2K UHS Ultrafast Clearcoat, specific for 
spot repair and partial renovations both with water and solvent basecoat. 
It doesn’t require to use the oven. 

KKL.2700 PRORAPID CLEAR:2K UHS fast air drying clearcoat. Ideal for all 
repairs (touch up and complete coatings), with water and solvent basecoat.
It can be used also with oven drying

KKL.2300 PROEXPRESS CLEAR: 2K UHS fast air drying clearcoat. Ideal 
for all repairs (touch up and complete coatings), with water and solvent 
basecoat. It can be used also with oven drying

By way of illustration we report the differences between a 
traditional cycle and an express one, in conditions of standard 
temperature, both with air and oven dry
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The express line products are compatible with traditional IVAT products and they can be 
used in mixed cycles (express filler + traditional clearcoat or traditional filler + express 
clearcoat)
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SPEED & QUALITYSPEED & QUALITY
       IN YOUR HANDS       IN YOUR HANDS

N.B. the mentioned data are an extract of the technical data sheets. For complete information always refer to 
technical data sheet.
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